DOWSING LIGHT SYSTEMS
By Mike Doney
Elements are described as the fundamental, essential, or irreducible constituent
of a composite entity. A part of a larger unit, Light is described in the dictionary, as
electromagnetic radiation.
Old times apparently considered light of some
importance, other than making things more visible. There are some forty two
references to light in the King James version of the Bible. Many of these references
suggested the essence of Spirit, God, Life, in “Light”.
Light is an essential part of life and wellbeing. It plays an important part in the
seasons, and systems of living Earth. There are few critters, like the mole, and
ground or cave dwellers that adjust to less light than others. They too, though, may
require light as some lesser level. So what is in the light that makes it “Sacred”!
Why do most view light as necessary to see by only? Gardeners, those close to
Nature know how very essential light is to life. While making no claims of proof, or
fact, other than I see the plants reach to the light season after season, and see forms
birth from seeds year after year, form coming from the elements and from life
sources, all with incredible, organized systems. The idea that this comes to blossom
from chaos does not ring true. That there is intelligence, consciousness in molecular,
or wave light families, entities, or systems, does ring more true. How otherwise
could Nature work her wonders in living forms and in the living Earth Environment?
More validation comes by way of a discovery by an Attorney from Georgia, Lee Perry.
Lee Perry, an attorney with engineering background, while researching the
ancient manuscripts, found an interesting error was made during copying. The word
“cratis” which meant leather and shield backed by a “lattice or wicker-work” had been
translated as “cratus” which is Latin for “cup” or “Chalice”. Perry’s theory based on
his research suggests that the Holy Grail, sought after and believed to be the source
of God’s feast from Heaven, as a cup or chalice, by rectifying the error, the
translation becomes something quite different.
Perry did not see this from the point of view of a dowser who dowses ley lines
and grid lines. He has an engineering background, and saw it from this angle. Perry
submitted a paper on this, giving the date of the error as May, 1204.
When I heard Perry speak on this, and read about his idea, the “ley lines”, the
“Grid lines”, “The rivers of Energy in Light” which I had experienced for years, took
on a new possible meaning.
Now we moved to the “Dowsers Theory” bases on actual dowsing experiences.
Dowsing literature has many references to “Ley lines”, “Grid lines” and other patterns
sensed by dowsers. Lines of energy tangible to the dowser are found radiating
around water domes, totems, stone circles, standing stones and more. Grid patterns
are also found in light: some seemingly very spiritual, some resonating health and
energy and senses as ‘good’. Exposure form some length of time to certain grid
paths can irritate the biologic balance in sensitive entities. Only after physical
breakdown, cancer, joints, and more, was this made apparent to me personally.

After learning opportunities provided the needed experiences, it became apparent
that select “energy families” in light, beyond the physical brain/body
mental/processing system. For this to become working reality at the conscious
levels, tuning in programs are as necessary as one might expect when trying to get a
program on the TV, VCR or radio. While prayer, and other methods are possible,
there seems no more simple, practical method to provide the actual senses with a
communicated signal, as that which is experienced as the “basic learned” dowsing
response.
In the beginning, stuck in old ‘collective reality’, it was wondered if illusion was
triggering the fascination effects: or was the fascinating effect (response) the result
of kinetic reaction to invisible systems in light itself?
The method I used for dowsing the colours, the elements, the mental energy
constructs, was “just to ask”, then apply the basic “seek dowsing mode”. An L or
swing rod was used. This can be made from a clothes hanger wire, made straight,
then bent in an L, or pistol shape. The wire held by the handle, loose and easy, the
long end outward, horizontal, becomes as the needle might be to a compass. The
body/mind is the programmer and the antenna: the wire reflects the energy reponse.
When “Love”, “Joy”, or “Hope”, was asked for, the rod would show a grid like
pattern, close to six feet between the lines.
When an element, such as calcium was asked for, the grid seemed close to twice
the size, or nine to twelve feet apart.
Was there any way to check myself, and see fi some deep mind system was
creating thought forms, or was there some inner mental pattern? The grid lines,
seemed narrow, and while some were in different space, some were in the same
space, but seeming to be at a different frequency and existing in the same space.
When “the dominant life essence of differing species” was asked for, a line for
each was found. All variations must come after the “essence” spirals, helixes, spins,
vortexes, out of the Grail, or Lattice like grids.
I called Harold Wheeler, retired Supervisor from the Phone Company, and a
dowser. Would he dowse for grids that might carry the energy that produces “Love”?
If found, would he then measure the distance between the grid lines? Soon he
returned by phone call. Not only had he found the grids, his wife had verified the find.
The grids were found in six foot squares, I have a letter verifying this from Bernice,
Harold’s wife.
Several people, Bunne Chapman, Chris Conrad, Mary Ann Thirsk, Frank Thirsk
and my wife Betty have all had similar responses when dowsing for the grids that
carry “Love” energy. They just asked for this energy, and used the basic seek mode
with the swing rod.
At the 1912 Fall Canadian Questers convention in Salmon Arm, British Columbia,
I assisted in a basic workshop. After demonstrating how to hold the rod, and how to
“ask” to tune in a select energy signature or resonance, we dowsed to see if the
class would respond to channels carrying the “Love” and “Joy” essence in the light.
This was great fun and much easier to find than a water vein. These grids were all
around us.

Historical evidence in the form of vortex like carvings in stone; mazes; labyrinthlike shapes; standing stones in circular patterns; medicine wheels, suggest special
significance in such patterns. Today, there is increasing validation from those who
study biology and physics, suggesting links between mind, matter and the
environment.
The actual metabolics; photosynthesis; symbiosis, and other technical matters is
best explained by others who know. The sensory and spiritual recognition
(mind/thought/physical) use of self, which forms from the light, processes the light,
and expresses in and with the light, is actually exploring self/light links when using
any of the senses, including the dowsing sense.
The grids, the energy lines that we find by asking, and dowsing, may be the order
long searched for, and believed in beyond human perception by quantum/space
physicists. These grids, lines may be the very “Holy Gail” known by the ancients,
and lost for a time, because of a simple spelling error! If this is true, the dowser is
needed to once again make this a part of the collective consciousness.
If we realize “Hate”, “Greed” and “Love” and “Joy” are real energies, and how the
peoples of the world think and process is linked to the product reaped, would our
choices improve? If the seeds of this reality are worth planting, dowsers must
explore and validate the concept that light is special, and the “Holy Grail” is Sacred,
providing “nourishment from heaven”, so to speak.
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